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Music feel

Erlebniswelt Musikinstrumentenbau® Vogtland

LISTEN TO THE VOGTLAND,
HEAR THE MUSIC ...

W

here can you best watch and experience the making of a musical instrument? In the Upper Vogtland region, in Germany‘s »Music Corner«. Musical instruments have been produced here in the south of Saxony, close to the
borders with Bavaria and the Czech Republic, for more than 350 years. Around
1900, the Vogtland region was widely renowned for its large-scale musical instrument making, with the capacities to supply whole orchestras and choirs.
Impressive townhouses and villas continue to pay testimony to this economic
heyday. The prosperity of the region was founded by hundreds of craftsmen
who produced not only the musical instruments themselves, but also all the
necessary components and accessories.
This legacy has been cultivated through to the present day in countless
artisan workshops. Alongside, there are many larger companies who similarly
work with great manual skill and craft know-how and can thus quite rightly
be termed instrument making workshops. Over 100 workshops of all sizes are
glad to offer interested visitors an insight into their musical craft, and invite
you to discover the birthplace of so many different musical instruments. Tourists and music enthusiasts can look over the shoulder of a master craftsman
in a number of faithfully recreated demonstration workshops.
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BRASS WIND
INSTRUMENT MAKING

H

alf past six in the morning. The sun is just peeping
over the horizon. But behind the workshop doors,
the day is already in full swing. Bells and tubing, loud
hammering and knocking ... and between it all, the first
tones from precious instruments ... fine, almost ceremonial. Not noise, rather a composition.
From delicate pocket trumpets, via trombones and
horns to the tuba, as deep-toned representative of the
family of saxhorns with cup-shaped mouthpieces and
of wide scale – there is hardly a brass wind instrument
which is not manufactured in the Vogtland region. The
secret of the world-acclaimed quality of instruments
produced in the local workshops is plain and simple:
Craft skills paired with German workmanship. The clients vary from music school pupils and college students
to professional musicians. And that includes many who
feel committed to upholding historical performance
practices.
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WOOD-WIND
INSTRUMENT MAKING

J

ust a stone’s throw along the road, a clarinet is courageously
standing up to the inherent self-awareness in the sound of a
saxophone. Duet or duel, that is here the question. It is difficult
to say that one instrument calls for greater craft mastery than
the other. Every instrument incorporates expertise evolved over
several centuries. Experience, passed on from one generation
to the next, is guarded like a precious treasure. Skilled hands
work incessantly, drilling tone holes, shaping keys, soldering and
silvering ... nothing escapes the watchful eye of the craftsmen.
And then music at last. From on top of the world to the
depths of despair, the most varied emotions can be aroused with
one and the same instrument. That applies especially to the bassoon, whose sound some characterise as »nasal« and »comically
rumbling in the depths«. Oboes, French Böhm clarinets, German
clarinets, flutes, saxophones and all the other wood-wind instruments are produced in the Vogtland’s »music corner« and
satisfy the highest demands of musicians around the world.
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Buffet Group Germany

Jürgen Voigt, Meisterwerkstatt für
Metallblasinstrumentenbau

Hermann Schmidt, Meisterwerkstatt für
Metallblasinstrumentenbau

Bernhard Willenberg, Meisterwerkstatt für
Metallblasinstrumente

Gebrüder Mönnig
Holzblasinstrumente GmbH

Philipp Hammig & Aug. Rich. Hammig OHG
Meisterwerkstätte für Böhmflötenbau

Michael Lederer, Spezialwerkstatt für
Alt- und Bassquerflöten

... and many others ...
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STRING INSTRUMENT MAKING

A

famous German song text describes a »heaven full of violins«, but the
heavens above Markneukirchen resound equally to violas, cellos and
double basses. Those who have learned to wield the bow can tempt the
most beautiful of tones from all these instruments, and so it is hardly a surprise that leading bow makers are also at home in the region ... But before
music is born, the wooden treasures must first be created. From spruce
and maple, ebony for the fingerboards, with bows made of pernambuco,
horsehair, fine leather, mother-of-pearl, gold and silver.
Where experienced craftsmen today sit at old wooden benches,
where bone glue simmers gently in the pot and the pleasant smell of
seasoned wood fills the air, their fathers and grandfathers already produced string instruments with a worldwide reputation.
Sons and grandsons are treading in the proverbial footsteps of their
forefathers, and their feet will further deepen the marks in the floor under the bench. But even as the tree in front of the workshop window
grows higher and higher, when computers and the Internet find their
way into the tiniest of workshops, there is one thing which never changes: The quality of the string instruments made in Markneukirchen.
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PLUCKED
INSTRUMENT MAKING

I

n the 16th century, the lute was the most
common instrument for music making in
the home in Germany. And anyone looking for
an historical instrument today will often turn
to the master craftsmen’s workshops of the
Vogtland region. Craft art, local roots, awareness for traditions – those are values which
sum up the philosophy of the region’s craft
enterprises. How else could they successfully
bring historical lutes, guitars and mandolins
to life once more? Whenever a guitar virtuoso
set audiences dreaming, it is increasingly likely
that their instrument produced its first tones
here in the »Music Corner«. The craftsmen are
naturally themselves able to play the instruments they make. But there is an age-old saying among Vogtland instrument makers: »We
build better than we play!«
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FREE REED
INSTRUMENT MAKING

A

century ago, it was still the local
»bellows women« who, working
at home, produced paper bellows for
over 70 harmonica factories in the
region. Sailors expressed their longing for their families on instruments
which were lovingly referred to as a
squeeze-box or »seaman’s piano«.
Where literally millions of instruments have been manufactured over
the course of more than 150 years,
»Weltmeister« accordions are still
today produced from more than
2,500 individual parts in a long series of around 5,000 work steps. The
mouth organ, one of the smallest musical instruments, is also gaining new
popularity.
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THE REGION

I

n May, Markneukirchen hosts an annual International
Instrumental Competition, which is each time devoted to
different solo instruments. Klingenthal organises its International Accordion Competition and the festival »Mundharmonika-Live«. Besides the high artistic quality, the
uniqueness of these competitions lies above all in the close
ties between professional music performance and musical
instrument making.
Hikers, cyclists and winter sports fans can look forward to
even more. The charming countryside of the Upper Vogtland
region, the neighbouring cultural and festival town Bad Elster
and the skiing region around Klingenthal and Schöneck invite
visitors to combine experiences of culture and nature.
Come to a region in which the heart of German musical
instrument making has been beating for centuries! Visit the
cradle of your musical instrument and learn more about our
traditional musical crafts, the products of which are still today as fine-sounding as ever.
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MUSEUMS & EXHIBITIONS

Musical Instrument Museum Markneukirchen
The museum is one of the most important of its
kind in Europe. Its collections comprise approx.
3,000 instruments from all over the world,
including the world‘s largest playable violin.
Informative exhibits narrate the history of craft
musical instrument making in Markneukirchen
and the surrounding region.

Music and Winter Sport Museum Klingenthal
The rooms of the Dr. Giers Haus accommodate
a comprehensive exhibition on the history of
musical instrument making – from violins to
accordions – in and around Klingenthal. Enjoy
vivid presentations of the various manufacturing
processes and tools.

Framus Museum Markneukirchen
Visitors can admire more than 200 instruments
produced by Framus between 1946 and the end
of the 1970s. From classic violins to the legendary
star bass, the collections of the Framus Museum
present a diversity which is unique for a German
company.

Harmonica Exhibition Zwota
The more than 1,000 exhibits include numerous
harmonicas, melodeons, 19th-century concertinas
and instruments from the legendary Arnold
Bandoneon Factory, as well as a diversity of other
accordions and electronic button instruments.

Hüttel’s Mechanical Musical Instrument
Exhibition Wohlhausen
This small museum presents all manner of mechanical musical instruments – from music boxes
and gramophones to orchestrions. The fascinating
exhibits have been collected since the 1960s and
lovingly restored in countless hours of work by
specialist craftsmen.

D E M O N S T R AT I O N
WORKSHOPS

T

he doors to the demonstration workshops of
the Vogtland Musical Instrument Making Experience are open – and hands-on participation is
expressly permitted! Did you always want to take a
look behind the scenes and see how string and brass
instruments are made? Then visit our discovery
workshops and look over the shoulders of accomplished master craftsmen.
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UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF
MUSICAL INSTRUMENT MAKING

Y

ou have read correctly: You can even study instrument making, and that
at the world’s only University School of Musical Instrument Making in
Markneukirchen. The close interactions between craft traditions and modern
scientific learning guarantee a practice-oriented study course. We would be
pleased to offer guided visits to the wonderful school building (Villa Merz) for
orchestras and musical societies.

GUEST PERFORMANCES

O

ur special tip: A guest performance in the cultural and festival town Bad Elster. The renowned
and popular former royal spa guarantees wonderful audiences and fantastic settings for all times of the year.
We organise travel programmes
to match your individual wishes and
ideas – whether day excursion, extended weekend trip or a week-long
rehearsal camp. We look forward to
meeting you!

in cooperation with
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Erlebniswelt Musikinstrumentenbau®

Erlebniswelt Musikinstrumentenbau®
Musicon Valley® e.V.
Johann-Sebastian-Bach-Straße 13
D-08258 Markneukirchen
Telefon +49 (0) 37422 402940 · Telefax +49 (0) 37422 4029 99
erlebniswelt@musiconvalley.de
Tourismusverband Vogtland e.V.
Göltzschtalstr. 16 · D-08209 Auerbach
Telefon +49 (0) 3744 188860 · Telefax +49 (0) 3744 1888659
info@vogtland-tourismus.de · www.vogtland-tourismus.de

www.erlebniswelt-musikinstrumentenbau.de
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Discovery travel for musical societies, orchestras
and all music enthusiasts

